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Abstract The paper deals with a theoretical description of the equilib
rium orbit manipulations during the particles injection and extraction 
in synchrotrons. Some original formulae for calculation of the necessary 
bump magnets strengths are derived . The traditional three bump systems 
are considered in the general case of arbitrary located bumpers and beam 
position monitors. This sheme is further improved considering the case 
of local orbit distortion with an aditional condition t.o have zero (or only 
other fixed) slope of the orbit in the septum/kicker. 

Pe3IOMe. Pa6oTa rrocBHW:eHa TeopeTH'lecKoMy orrHcaHHIO rrpeo6pa3o
BaHHH paBHOBeCHO:lt op6HTbl BO BpeMH HH)f(eKUHH H BblBO.n;a B CHHXpOT
poHax . BhlBO.n;HTCH opHrHHaJibHble <f>opMy Jibl .n;JIH Bbl'IHCJieHHH Heo6xo
.n;HMblX CHJI y.n:apHblX MarHHTOB. Tpa.n;HUHOHHble CHCTeMbl, HCIIOJib3Y
IOll(He TpH y.n;apHblX Marmna, paccMoTpeHbl B o6m:eM cJiyqae npoH3-
BOJlbHoro pacnoJIO)f(eHHH y.n:apHblX MarHHTOB H .n;aT'IHKOB rry'IKa. Pac
CMOTpeHa TaKlKe JIOKaJibUaH .n:e<f>opMaUHH op6HTbl c )J;OIIOJIHHTeJibllblM 
ycJIOBHeM, 'I.TO HaKJIOH op6HTbl paBeu uyJiro (HJIH .n:pyroMy <jJHKCHpo
BaHHOMY 3Ha'leHHIO) B BblBO.n;HOlll/IDl)f(eKUHOHHOM MarHHTax . 

1. Introduction 

The injection of the charged particle beam from the pre-accelerator (which is usually 
a linear accelerator) to the main accelerator ring and the extraction of the accel
erated particles from this ring towards the experimental equipment are between 
the major points of the accelerator cycle in the particle accelerators of synchrotron 
type. Both proccesses require the equilibrium closed orbit of the synchrotron to be 
moved from its habitual position which usually coincides with the vacuum chamber 
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26 D. Dinev. Transformations of the Equilibrium Orbit in Synchrotrons ... 

axis. This equilibrium orbit distorsion is local, i.e. the orbit is moved towards the 
injection/extraction equipment only in a limited part of the accelerator circumfer
ence and it is kept unchangeable in the rest part of the ring. The local equilibrium 
orbit distorsion is produced by means of a certain number of bump magnets. 

Thus in the one-turn and in the stripping injection the equilibrium orbit has 
to be moved in a way to pass through the injection kicker magnet or through the 
stripping foil. On the other hand during the multi-tum injection the equilibrium 
orbit must be moved gradually from its maximum distorsion to its final position. 
Similar orbit manipulations have to be done during the particle extraction . Here 
the equilibrium orbit is to be moved so that accelerated particles pass through the 
extraction septum. 

This paper deals with a theoretical description of the equilibrium orbit ma
nipulations during the particles injection and extraction in synchrotrons. Original 
formulae for calculation-of the necessary hamper magnet strength are derived. The 
traditional three-bumps systems are considered in the general case of arbitrary 
located bumpers and beam position monitors. This scheme is further improved 
considering the case of local orbit distortion with the additional condition of zero 
(or any other fixed) slope of the orbit in the septum/kicker. 

2. Systems with Three Bump' Magnets 

Let us assume that the orbit distortion system consist of three-bump magnets and 
a beam position detector of electrostatical type, the so-called pick-up electrode 
(PUE) , situated between them (Fig. l). We shall analyze this scheme assuming 
arbitrary phase distances between the elements. 

x 

PUE 

Fig. 1. Local orbit distortion with three bumps 

The constrains that should be fulfilled are 

x (spuE) = XPUE 

x(s < SBM,) = x(s > SBM, = 0 

x' (s < SBM,) = x' (s > SBM,) = 0 

(1) 

where x is the transversal coordinate s is the longitudinal coordinate along the 
equilibrium orbit and the XPUE is the required orbit distortion in the PUE. 
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Let M 1 denotes the transfer matrix between BM1 and BM2; M 2 - between 
BM2 and BM3 and finally M 3 - between BM2 and the pick-up electrode. 

These matrices can be expressed by the so-called Twiss functions a(s), f3(s), µ(s) 
[1]. For two arbitrary points (1 and 2) we have 

For the beam deviation and slope in the middle bumper we can write 

x2 = m~2€1 = ~ sinµ12 · €, 

I 1 {ii;( • ) 
X2 = m22€1 = V /j; cos µ12 - a2 sm µ12 €1 

where €1 is the kick in the bump magnet 

Bl 
€1 = Bp' 

B being the field, l - the length of the magnet and Bp - the beam rigidity. 
In (3) µ12 is the betatron phase advance between BM1 and BM2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Two constraints should be fulfilled in order to close the bump. The first is 

X3 = mi1x2 + mi2 (x; + €2) = 0. (5) 

From (4) and (2) it follows that 

(6) 

Eq. (6) expresses the principle of superposition applied to the trajectories arosed 
by the kicks €2 and c-2. 

The second condition that should be performed is 

(7) 

From (7) and (2) it follows: 

cosµ1affic-1 + cosµ23V"fh€2 + $ac-a = 0. (8) 

For the orbit displacement in the pick-up detector we can write 

XPUE = mi1 X2 + mi2 (x; + €2). (9) 

Using (2) the above condition can be written as 

(10) 
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On the other hand if we reason backward we can deduce that 

. IQ XPUE 
smµpuE3y(J3t:3 = ~· 

V/JPUE 

Similarly we can write for the orbit slope in the PUE 

I ~1 ( . ) XpuE = -(J--€1 cos µlPUE - 0:PUE smµ1PUE 
PUE 

and from the backward reasoning 

+ j(J (3
2 

(cos µ2PU E - 0: PUE sin µ2PU E) 
PUE 

I • f;Fu;3 · ) XpuE = -(J--(cosµpuE3 - 0:3sl.nµpuE3 . 
PUE 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Thus in order to find the kicks t:1, t:2 , €3 which produce equilibrium orbit bump 
with deviation XPUE in the pick-up beam position detector one should solve the 
system of three equations 

I 
g 60 ... 

40 

sinµ13$it:1+sinµ23v',B;'t:2=0, 

cosµ13$it:1 + cosµ23v',B;'t:2 + ~€3 = 0, 
. IQ XPUE 

smµpuE3V (33€3 = ~· 
V /JPUE 

. . ----Injected - __ 
beam ~,," 

"'~ 

, stripper 
vacuum chamber 

~ - - _ circulating beam --

-20 L---1~--l.~--'-~-'-~-'--~-'-~,__~'----'~-'-~--'-~-'-~~ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

L,(m) 

Fig. 2. The cooler synchrotron COSY stripping injection 

(14) 

As an illustration of the three-bump system with arbitrary situated elements 
we shall give here the example of the injection hump for the stripping injection 
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in the cooler synchrotron COSY. This synchrotron works in the nuclear center 
KFA in Julich, Germany [2]. The cooler synchrotron and the storage ring COSY 
accelerates protons and light ions up to an energy of 2.5 GeV (0.9 < Bp < 12). The 
cooler synchrotron COSY uses as a beam injector the existing cyclotron JULIC. 
For accelerating protons Ht ions with maximum energy 45 MeV /nucleon and beam 
current 10 A will be injected into COSY via the stripping reaction Ht -+2p+e in 
thin carbon foil [3]. The necessary orbit bump is shown in Fig. 2. 

3. Systems with Four Bumpers 

Systems with four bump magnets allow to improve the orbit bump shape. An 
additional constraints with zero (or any other fixed) slope at the septum/kicker may 
be set (Fig. 3). This is important because the septum/kicker angular acceptance is 
usually quite small . 

s 

x ....,, 
I ' 

I 
I 

I 
I ' I \ 

/, ' /, ~ 

BM1 BM2 BM3 B~ L 

Fig. 3. Local orbit distortion with x~ = 0 in the extraction septum 

Two cases can be distinguished. 
In the first case a drift space is situated between the second and the third bump 

magnets . Using matrix (2) we have for the kick in the first bumper 

X2 (= x,) X 3 C:1= =-----
m~2 ...flJ1iJ2 sin µi2 

(15) 

where we have denoted with M 1 the transfer matrix from BM1 to BM2 , and with 
M 2 the transfer matrix from BM2 to the septum/kicker. ,/ 

The kick in the second bumper should counteract the trajectory slope x~ 

I I X3 ( ) C:2 = -x2 = -m22c:1 = - fh cot µi2 - a2 . 

Finally from the symmetry 

-x. 
C:3 = --(cot µ34 - a 3) 

(33 
x. 

C:4 = . 
~sinµ34 

(16) 

(17) 

• 
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In the second case no drift space but elements ( quadrupoles for instance) lie 
between the second and third bumpers. It is still possible to obtain a zero (or any 
other fixed) slope in the septum/kicker although the trajectory is more complicated. 

From the transfer matrix M 1 

X2 = ffi~2€1 
x~ = m~2£1. 

From the constraints that should be fulfilled at the septum/kicker 

x, = mi1 + mi2 (x~ + £2) 

0 = m~1 x2 + m~2 (x~ + £2). 

The above yields 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

where we have denoted with M 3 the product M 1 ; M 2 , i.e. the transfer matrix 
between BM1 and the septum/kicker. 

60.0 

40.0 

I 
:..: 

20.0 

0.0 

-20.0 

-40.0 

0.0 26.2 52.4 78.6 104.8 131.0 157.2 183.3 

L(m) 

Fig. 4. Cooler synchrotron COSY 40 mm local orbit distortion with x~ = Oin the septum. 
Max bumper kick 1 mrad 
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Applying the Twiss representation of the transfer matrix (2) we get: 

(21) 

and from the symmetry 

(22) 

As an example Fig. 4 shows the COSY extraction orbit local distortion with 
zero slope at the septu.m. The amplitude of the orbit deviation is equal to 40 mm 
and the necessary maximum magnet kick is 1 mrad. 
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